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To song and dance, To song and dance we give the day.

f To song and dance, To song and dance we give the day.

f To song and dance, To song and dance we give the day.

f To song and dance, To song and dance we give the day.

To song and dance we give the day, we give the day, Which
to song and dance we give the day, we give the day, Which
to song and dance we give the day, we give the day, Which
to song and dance we give the day, we give the day, Which
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day, which shows Thy uni-verse-sal sway.

day, which shows Thy uni-verse-sal sway.

day, which shows Thy uni-verse-sal sway.

day, which shows Thy uni-verse-sal sway.

Pro-protect us by Thy might-ly hand, pro-protect us,

Pro-protect as by Thy might-ly hand, pro-

Pro-protect us by Thy might-ly hand, pro-protect us,

Pro-protect us by Thy might-ly hand, pro-protect us,

pro-protect us, pro-protect us, pro-protect us by Thy might-ly hand, And sweep this
tect us, pro-protect us, pro-protect us by Thy might-ly hand,

pro-protect us, pro-protect us, pro-protect us by Thy might-ly hand,

pro-protect us, pro-protect us, pro-protect us by Thy might-ly hand,
race from out the land.

And sweep this race from out the land.

race from out the land.

And sweep this race from out the land, and sweep this race from out the land, and sweep this race from out the land, and sweep this race.